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the child responsible and punishing him for laziness or stub-
bornness when his failure to learn is due to immaturity and
lack of experience or mental ability is one of the worst
forms o£ cruelty to children.
Setting the Stage. — Controlling the situation is the most
effective method of teaching because the activity embedded
in the child's daily doings is meaningful and important to
him, the instruction given is immediately useful, and the
knowledge or skill learned is more likely to function in new
situations.
Every hour of the day is pregnant with learning oppor-
tunities. The five- or six-year-old child can take a real part
in the conversation at mealtime. He should have a turn in
telling his experiences. The other members of the family
should try to make their conversation of some interest to the
children as well as to adults. Talking at the child and
talking with the child are two different things. The first
should be avoided; the second, encouraged.
The importance of correct and clear pronunciation can-
not be overemphasized, but too much nagging is useless.
Example is the most effective method of teaching correct
speech. The child will learn the kind of speech he most
frequently hears among his family or playmates. An only
child sometimes seems superior in intelligence because he
has spent so much time with adults that he has acquired
superior speech habits and a larger vocabulary. The child
must distinguish and discriminate between the sounds of
the words which he hears, as well as control his own vocal
apparatus in making the speech movements. It is essential,
therefore, to good speech that the words the child hears are
pronounced slowly, distinctly, and correctly.
Some children talk too little. They may be stimulated
to talk more by seeing more interesting sights to talk about,
hearing more interesting sounds to imitate, or finding speech
necessary in order to get something they want. Playing with
^ther children encourages speech because a child must talk
to other children in order to get help yith his plans.
Children of the preschool age may talk too much for the

